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Mid- Senior Data Scientist – Up to £70,000 – London Based(Hybrid up to 3 Days a week)I

have a new opportunity for a Data Scientist to join a dynamic tech business based in Central

London!CompanyThis early-stage start-up were founded just under 5 years ago and having

recently took their product to market they are looking to expand their London based team. They

have developed a unique analytics and management platform for the hospitality industry

which can be used directly by their target market. This software uses Machine Learning to

automate processes, optimize pricing and provide visualization of actionable insights that

their clients can use.Already partnered with over 10,00 businesses, their custom web portal is

tailored to streamline processes and provide deep understanding to data. They are now looking for

their first hire within the Data Science team to join the founders and be fundamental to the

growth and development of the company. The RoleYour role within the company will be

focused on creating new Machine Learning models for use on their state-of-the-art platform.

You’ll be developing and testing new models for forecasting, prediction, and optimization, as well

as keeping up to date on the latest developments and techniques that could be applied to your

work.The role will be fairly analytical, so a background in Mathematics/Statistics/Economics is

highly beneficial to add a deeper level of understanding to models you build. Joining a start up

can require you to wear many hats so you’ll need to be a team player, and a high level of

communication will be key as you will also have the opportunity to be client facing if you

wish.You’ll need:MSc OR PhD in a STEM subject – ideally from a top UK

universityExperience with Python /TensorFlow/KerasExperience with Dynamic pricing Solid

knowledge & understanding of Machine Learning/Data ScienceWillingness to learn and work
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well within a team·Research experience is a bonus!On offer is a salary up to £70,000 +

benefits!Please click apply or send an up-to-date CV to Sam.smith@amicusjobs.co.uk if you

would be interested in hearing more.Mid- Senior Data Scientist – Up to £70,000 –

London Based(Hybrid up to 3 Days a week)

Apply Now
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